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I considered it a great honour to be invited
to speak at the annual meeting of the Royal biilitary
College Club9 and it is a genuine satisfaction to be here
in the company of a group of men who have such a fine
record of service to our couatry a

I know your ahnual meeting is prinarily an
occasion for renewing old friendships in an enjoyable
weekend, âway' from your us ual daily worries and cares o I
hope, therefore, what I have to say this evening will not
mar that enjoyment, At the saine time I-have to assume
that you did not invâ*o me here simply to utter a
succession of platitudes m though I confess that like
other men in public life I have at times resorted to
platitudes on polite occasions, but somehoir l don't think
that would do tonight .

I notice thzt Article II of your constitution
says : "The objects of the Club are : The bringing together
of its meabers for mutual benefit and support ; th e
encouragement and maintenance of that brotherly anà
friendly feeling vrhich has altiJays existed among cadets ;
and the advancement •~f the welfare of its members, the
Cadets and the Royal Military College generallyn . These
are worthy a3ms, and I know the RatioCo Club has upheld
them worthily ,

. The Royal Military College Club is one of our
oldest national institutions . Since its birth in 1876 the
College has made a most notable contribution to the life
of our country, both in peace and in waro Its graduates -
the Agnews, the Crerars, the Drurys, the Gibsons, the
Panets, the Tremblays, the Simonds, the Youngs, and a host
of others, have rendered service to this nation for which
their fellow-Canadîans have good reason to be proud and
thankfulo Anything which its old members can do to promote
the welfare of an institution which can produce such me n
as these is all to the good .

RoDSoC . has recently been transformed to meet
what are believed to be urgent military requirenents of
the preseat perîodo I imagine some of you may have viewed
the transformation with some misgivings . It is always
difficult to feel altogether happy about major new
developments in any institution to which one is attached .
But from what I can learn, most of what is best in the old
traditions of Rer.ieC . is being carefully - one might almost
say lovingly - preserved, And at the saine time new life
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is being added to those traditionsin a manner no old
cadet will ever need to feel ashamed of .

As you are aware, at the conclusion of the war
the question arose as to what should be done with the
service colleges at R .M .C . and Royal Roads . A number of
alternative courses were put forward ; indeed, the number
was so large as to prove somewhat embarrassing .

A committee of outstanding citizens under the
chairmanship of Brigadier Sherwood Lett was appointed to
look into the matter, and later the present Minister had
the âdvice and assistance of a tri-service comuaitte e
meeting under the chairmanship of Air Vice-Marshal Stedman .

This study and consideration resulted in our
adopting the course of setting up both institutions on a
tri-service basis, It seemed to us to be clear that
modern conditions require closer co-operation, better
teamwork than ever before between all three services .
With that, I am sure you will agree .

It seemed to us to be clear that if there is
to be the kind of teamwork needed between all three
services today, it was important that, as far as possible,
all the officers of all three services should have the
same general background and the same general' standards and
the ezperience of working together in their formative
years at the college here and at Royal Roads . On that
account we adopted the suggestion that both RoM .C 0 and
Royal Roads should be on a tri-service basis, training
young men of good physique, charaoter and general education
by working together, living together and playing together .

I an informed that in entrance qualifications
and all-round bearing, the cadets of today are, let us
say, worthy successors of those who have graduated in
earlier years . From the physical standpoint it must be
obvious that the College has never been in better shape .
In buildings and equipment we see on all sides, change s

' and improvements which must please every ex-cadet . For
• these and for the many other improvements, I can assure
you the College owes a great deal to the constant interest
and boundless energy of the present Minister of National
Defence .

The' important place' of R .M .C . in the life of
Canada was recognized in a unique way earlier this year
when the lèading learned societies of Canada held their
annual meetings here . I personally had an opportuaity
to visit the College briefly while the meetings were
going on and to see how successful they were .

~de are counting, in fact we know we can count,
on R .M.C . turning out young Canadians who will serve their
country as faithfully and as well as those who have gone
before them. Therefore, in advancing the welfare of these
young men and ia maintaining that brotherly feeling amongst
ex-cadets which has always eaisted in the past you in the
R.M.C . Club are continuing to serve the best interests of
the College and the best interests of Canada .

I know that while you are linked together by
your assooiation with R .M .C ., your commoa interests are
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wider than the interests and welfare of the College . A11
of you have been cadets yourselves, and nearly every one
of you has served in the armed forces in one or both of
the two great wars . I f eel, therefore, I have every right
to assume that you are more than just casually concerned,
particularly in these difficult times, about the defence
of our own country and the defence of that wider community
of free nations, whose preservation is essential alike to
our welfare and our security . I should like, therefore, to
say something about the way we in the governaent arè
organizing our common efforts to provide for that defence .

I feel sure I can speak to you frankly without
fear of misinterpretation, even if all of you do not agree
with everything I may have to say . The success of our
defence policies does not depend on the governraent alone .
It depends just as much on public understanding and
support, and we are naturally particularly anxious to have
our policies understood by those in the cor.munity to whom
the public naturally looks for leadership and guidance on
questions of defencea And there is probably no group of
citizens from whom that leadership and understanding is
more likely to be expected than from'the ex-cadets of
R .M .Co

In recent weeks and months the government has
given far more consideration to these problems of defence,
in the broad sense of the tern, than to any other question .
That is only right and proper, because the security of our
country and of our kind of society is the Poundation of
everything else, and we can only afford to take the
foundation for granted when we know it is secure . I think
I can say that the primary object of our defence policy ,
as of all our eaternal policies, is the prevention of a
third world war .

In a sense armed force has altizays been an
instrument of diplomacy. But it is perhaps not unfair to
say that in the past defence policy was prina.rily con-
cerned with what would happen if and when a war broke out,
whereas today defence policy is primarily directed to
creating a situation where war is unlikely to break out .
In other words, the first purpose of our defence
e=penditures and our def ence force is to d eter aggression
and we have got to get into the habit of looking at them
first from the point of view of their effectiveness as a
deterrent - though9 of course, that obviously means they
must also have a real value if the worst comes to the worst
and the deterrent f unction is not successful o

I do not of course need to tell you that defence
always has a wider connotation than a purely military one,
but that was never truer than in this present world-wide
struggle between totalitarian communism and the free world .
Some of the most effective weapon:s are not military weapons
at all . Indeed, the communists have always claimed and
probably still hope that they can overthrow the so-called
capitalist nations without resort to war, except for
revolutionary outbreaks within countries . By fostering
discontent, by gaining power over trade unions, by
infiltrating into key positions9 and by many other
subversive means, revolutionary comraunist parties seek to
put themselves in a position to take over governments and
thereby gain control over whole nations .
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SYe have seen that process at work in Eastern
Europe and in Asiao At the moment there is not the
slighest likelihood of anything like that happening in
Canadae Happily, we have in this country only a tiny
minôrity of cor.ununists and their fellow-travellers and we
have an enlightened population which is becoming increasingly
aware of how the communists worke 6',Te must however be on
our guard, both to prevent sabotage by the actual communists,
and to create and maintain conditions in which communism is
not likely to breed and spreade So long as we can combin e
a high standard of living and welfare for our people, there
will be no effective scope for coffiunist propaganda e

But we have to realize that the maintenance of
high standards of living and increased welfare is an
objective which competes directly with demands for ever-
increasing defence activitye This is what is now becoming
for our generation the old question of guns or butter, Of
course it is not really as stark as that in a country like
Canada, and at this stage when we are not actually at war,
we must provide as much as we can of both, though it is
obvious that some of our personal wants will have to go
unsatisfied for the time being if we are to do our part in
the joint effort to build up in the free world the strength
required to d eter aggression, In building up that strength
we must never lose sight .of the fact that its primary
purpose is to prevent war and that the prevention of war
may require many years of sustained efforto In some ways
that sustained effort9 though it will be a great deal less
than the total effort we would not hesitate to make in an
actual war, will be more difficult to sustain precisely
because we cannot expect it to be supported by the same
degree of readiness for sacrifice which an actual war
evokese i7hat is more, in seeking to maintain as high a
general standard of living as is compatible with building
up our share of the combined strength of the free nations,
we cannot resort to many of those devices which can b e
used for the total mobilization of actual warfare o

In this shadow-land between war and peace we
cannot afford to expend our reserveso It would certainly
not be wise, even if it were possible, to invoke the Var
bseasures Act, to place our economy and the whole life of
the nation on a complete war footing when, in fact, we are
not at war .

In relation to the population and resources of
our country, our defence obligations are not small ; indeed
they are likely to be as great as those of any country of
comparable population, except those in the most immediately
ezposed positions o

~ife, too, have an increased demand merely for
the defence of our own national territoryo Fortunately rre
are well placed in the worldo Our military advisers think
that an offensive against Canada by large numbers of troops
is not a feasible operation in present circumstancese
Nevertheless nuisance raids by paratroopers and the
possibility of bombing attacks are much greater than they
were in the last two wars and hence we must devote a
proportionately larger amount of our resources than we
have done in the past to dealing with these hazards .

Then we have our obligation under the United
Nations Charter and the Atlantic Treatye



Under the UN Charter' we all agreed to settle
disputes by pacif ic means, to refrain f rom, using force to
attack any state and to give every assistance in any action
taken undér the Charter to deal with any state that breaches
the peaceo

Originally it was intended that each member of
the United Nations should provide'forces under individual
agreement to assist in repelling aggression on orders of
the Security Councilo It was intended that detailed
arrangements should be worked out through the 2.Silitary Staff
Committee of the United Nationsa Progress with the
conclusion of these military agreements was, of course,
prevented by the Soviet Uniono The result was that whe n
the Korean incident occurred the UN had no forces available
to dcal with s uch acts of aggressiono It was, of course,
precisely because of the inability of the UN to provide for
collective security that the North Atlantic Treaty was
concluded to fill' the security gap in the North Atlantic
areao

In this Treaty each of the twelve signatory
states agreed to come to the assistance of each of the
other signatories if they are attackedo But more important
still, the treaty envisaged the creation of s ufficient
combined military strength to' provide an effective
deterrent to aggressiono At the present time the North
Atlântic Nations are actively engaged in workiIlg out the
Sorm and estent of the contribution which each of the
signatories can best make to their combined strength o

Now what does all this mean for Canadian
defence policy? The Korean incident resulted in one
important change . The creation of the Special Force
means that from now on we will have a Canadian Force in
being available to assist, i°rithout undue delay, in
discharging a part of our obligations under the UN Charter
and the North Atlantic Treatyo At the present time the
Force is being trained for service in Korea, if tha t
seems to be the right place to send it vlheh it is trained
and readyo But there are other areas in the world ; for
what has happened in Korea might be repeated, and it might
be that our Special Force would be despatched to some
entirely different place if circumstances warranted and
Parliament approved o

Provided the Korean incident is successf ully
terminated before too long a time has elapsed, the Special
Force would be available for service as part of a deterrent
force in Europe, if its employment there would fit ii
effectively with the joint plans o lieanwhile, as you all
know, the most important obstacle to the creation on the
continent of Europe of extensive ground forces is the
shortage of equipment and of the capacity to produce
equipment, weapons and supplieso I don't need to tell you
either that, speaking generally, it takes longer to get
into large-scale production than it does to train men.to a
fighting pitcho For the iffiediate future, therefore ; so
far as Europe is concerneda there is a most urgent need
for military supplies'to be put into the hands'of the men
who are already there o

Now I must admit I have been rather surprised
to see that this point has been misinterpreted in certain



quarters and that it has been suggested .that Canadians are
going to be .too busy producing munitions to do any of the
fighting ; It seems .to ne Canada9s proud record o f
participation in two world wars is a simple and s ufficient
answer to any such suôgestiono But at present there is no
fighting going on in Europe, and what we are concerne d
about is trying to prevent another war starting over there,
and that means putting up the best possible evidence of
united ability and readiness to resist and overcome any
possible aggression ,

To help at once to meet the pressing need for
armed forces on our side in Europe, the government _
reconmended to Parliament earlier this month that
~300,000,000 be apprôpriated to provide munitions and '
supplies for our partners in the North Atlantic Treaty, and
Parliament overwhelmj.ngly approved that recommendation .

At the same time and in addition to producing
and providing munitions and supplies, we are strengthening
all our own forces as rapidly as possible . We are pressing
on with recruitment for our own regular forces ; we are
raising their ceilings as we go along, We have in training
here at RoM.Cos-in the Universities and elsewhere a large
number of officers for the three services . Ne are speeding
up planned rates of production in nearly every line of
military equipmenta We are proceeding with the putting
into commission of ships in the navy j ust as fast as me n
can be trained and the ships can be successively modernized,
and we are also procuring a ntmber of new ships . Our
training facilities as v1e11 are being enlarged .

As you know9 we are producing the F86 fighters
and the "Canuck", the only two seater jet propelled
fighter of its kind in the world . To provide additional
immediate combat strength we have bought a large numbe r
of fighter aircraft from the United States . In addition
to our own men we are training here in Canada, in
increasingly large numbers,_aircrew and army officers from
the United Kingdom and several countries in Western Europe .

This, of course9 is just a brief indication
of what has been done so far . One of the things which we
would like i,o s ee is a larger nunber of men in our reserve
forces . The Department of National Defence, as you know,
has organized recruiting programmes, but we have to admit
that in a time of full employment and while we are not at
war it is difficult to gettiall the men in the reserve which
we would like to see o

Noiv I know that many of you are closely
connected with our reserve forces and you know of the
difficulty in getting men just as well as I do . But I
wonder if I might make a special appeal to you, since most
of you occupy inf luential positions in your respective
communities, to do everything you can to encourage young
men to join the reserve forces . Vie hope to avoid a third
world war, but if in spite of the efforts of our associates
and ourselves it does come, we will have to rely on these
units to the same eatent as we have done before . And the
better shape they are in now the more rapidly we would be
able to play our part if a general outbreak of hostilities
should occur . And in the meanwhile the better state they
are in the more they contribute to our total deterrent
strength. '



Despite the gloomy outlook in the world at the
present time, I remaiu an optimist about the possibilities
of a third world war . I may be wrong but I have always
thought that we are likely to hasten the coming of such a
catastrophe if in our own minds we regar4 it as inevitable .
But we must face the facts, all the facts, and while trying
to build for the future and make this earth a better place
tô live in for those who come after us, we cannot afford to
be unprepared to deal successfully with those evil forces
whose aim is to underRine, by every mean~, our free way of
life . In making our preparations I know we can count on
the cadets and ex-cadets of the Royal Mi7.itary College .
For that reason, it is a great pleasure to ask : you to join
with me in drinking a toast to that institution which has
:promoted so effectively the ideals of service and sacrifice
for Canada, for the Commonwealth and for the free world -
The Royal Military College .
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